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This was far beyond his expectations. 

 

“Seven Evil Star Lord, David’s strength is indeed not low, but he may be relatively weak in mental power, 

so he can’t withstand the attack of Qi Evil Star Lord’s mental power, so he has become demented!” 

 

The elder of the Martial Arts Alliance hurriedly explained. 

 

“Yes, this David should be too weak in spirit. After all, a person with extraordinary talent is not without 

flaws…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan also quickly echoed the road. 

 

Qisha Xingjun snorted coldly, he believed that David’s strength had always been a myth by others. 

 

 

At a young age, what kind of achievements can you achieve even if you cultivate from your mother’s 

womb? 

 

 

“Regardless of whether David is talented or not, this time there is another general in my puppet 

corpse…” 

 

The Seven Evil Stars laughed loudly. 

 

“Seven Evil Star Lord, you can’t make this David into a puppet corpse…” 



 

Zhu Zhishan hurriedly confronted the Seven Evil Stars. 

 

“Why? Don’t you want this David to die?” 

 

 

Qisha Xingjun looked at Zhu Zhishan suspiciously. 

 

“Of course I want David to die, but I need to bring David’s head back…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan explained. 

 

Seeing that Zhu Zhishan was about to cut off David’s head, the face of Qisha Xingjun changed. 

 

If David had no head, he would not be able to practice puppet corpse. 

 

“I wish the alliance leader, this David was surrendered by me, so how to deal with this David, I should 

have the final say, such a good corpse refining material, just one sentence, let me give it to you in vain?” 

 

Qisha Xingjun looked at Zhu Zhishan very displeased and said. 

 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned, he didn’t expect Qisha Xingjun to contradict him and disobey his orders! 

 

“Seven Fiend Lord, don’t forget your identity, but I have a demon reincarnation here…” 

 



Zhu Zhishan’s face was gloomy. 

 

Seeing Zhu Zhishan mention the magic order, Qisha Xingjun opened his mouth, but didn’t say a word. 

 

Although his face was full of dissatisfaction, he didn’t dare to bump into the top of Zhu Zhi’s top. 

 

Seeing that Qisha Xingjun was not talking, Zhu Zhishan smiled with satisfaction: “You can rest assured, 

then I will find a way to send you a few Marquis, let you refine the corpse, and also let people give you 

blood. The necropsy sent a large amount of resources to the past.” 

 

Zhu Zhishan is a combination of grace and power. He knows that with his own strength, if there is no 

magic order, no one of these evil cultivators is willing to listen to him. 

 

“Then thank you allies…” 

 

Seeing that Zhu Zhishan had promised benefits, Qisha Xingjun showed a satisfied look. 

 

But at this moment, David, who had been staring blankly and looked like a corpse, suddenly laughed. 

 

“Is my head just taken away so easily?” 

 

David said with a playful expression. 

 

David suddenly spoke, causing Zhu Zhishan to follow Qisha Xingjun suddenly. 

 

The two hurriedly turned to look at David, and found that David’s eyes were bright at this time, he was a 

normal person, and there was no sign of being controlled. 



 

Zhu Zhishan looked at Qisha Xingjun suspiciously: “What’s going on?” 

 

Qisha Xing Jun Yue’s face was full of confusion, and then he suddenly waved his hands: “Maybe this kid’s 

mental power broke through the shackles and let me come…” 

 

After that, the black mist waved out from the hands of Qisha Xingjun, and instantly wrapped David in it 

again. 

 

A shrill scream resounded again. 

 

Zhu Zhishan and the elder hurriedly covered their ears. They all felt a wave of mental instability when 

they heard the screams with a mental attack. 

 

“Hmph, do you really think that this mere evil spirit technique can control me? It’s so naive.” 

 

David snorted coldly and suddenly opened his mouth! 

 

The black mist surrounding David was instantly sucked into the body by David. 

 

Until all the black mist was absorbed, David wiped his mouth with satisfaction. 
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“These evil spirits are good things, but they can’t be wasted…” 

 

David smiled lightly at the Seven Evil Stars. 

 



This time, Qisha Xingjun was dumbfounded. 

 

These evil spirits are highly poisonous, and they also attack with terrifying mental power, but David 

seemed to be nothing, and even sucked these evil spirits into his body. 

 

“This…this…how is this possible?” 

 

The Seven Evil Stars were dumbfounded, with a face full of incredulity! 

 

“Seven Fiend Lord, is this your ability?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at Qisha Xingjun with a dissatisfied face and asked. 

 

At this moment, the Seven Evil Stars can’t figure out what kind of exercises David is practicing, and he 

has no response to his own mental power attack! 

 

“I don’t believe it anymore…” 

 

After Qisha Xingjun finished speaking, he directly took out a porcelain bottle, and then suddenly poured 

it into his mouth! 

 

In an instant, the bloody smell came out, and it turned out to be human blood! 

 

I saw human blood flowing down the corners of Qisha Xingjun’s mouth, looking very terrifying. 

 

After the blood was in his stomach, the aura on Qisha Xingjun became very terrifying! 

 



It was as if a person had changed, and even the breath on his body had changed. 

 

Seeing this, David frowned, and his murderous aura rose up: “Xie Xiu, damn it…” 

 

“I think the damn thing is you…” 

 

Qisha Xingjun wrapped his hands around the black mist, roared lowly, and attacked David directly! 

 

The air is full of the sound of breaking the sky, and there is a sound similar to a sharp whistle from the 

mouth of the Seven Devils! 

 

This kind of sound is so penetrating that it seems to shatter one’s eardrums! 

 

Chen Jing stood quietly, staring at Qisha Xingjun with cold eyes. 

 

Just after Qisha Xingjun arrived in front of him, David slapped it with a palm. 

 

David’s body exudes a soft white light! 

 

boom… 

 

There was a sound like thunder on a sunny day, followed by a flash of white light! 

 

Qisha Xingjun’s body flew out in an instant, and black mist continued to emerge from his body, and then 

these black mists rose into the sky and disappeared without a trace in an instant! 

 



“what…” 

 

The Seven Evil Star Lord let out a shrill scream! 

 

At this moment, his whole body was shrouded in white light, and the whole person seemed to be in the 

raging flames. 

 

In the end, Qisha Xingjun completely lost his voice, and Qisha Xingjun’s whole body has been curled up 

into a ball, and the skeletal muscles on his body have also contracted to the limit! 

 

The Seven Fiends Lord died, and the death was very miserable… 

 

Looking at the tragic death of Qisha Xingjun, Zhu Zhishan’s face changed and changed, I don’t know if it 

was anger or fear! 

 

As for the elder beside Zhu Zhishan, his eyes were full of horror, and he didn’t dare to look directly at 

David! 

 

“Now it’s your turn…” 

 

After David killed Qisha Xingjun, he looked at Zhu Zhishan coldly: “I wanted to go to Kyoto to find you, 

but I didn’t want you to come to the door yourself!” 

 

Zhu Zhishan took his eyes away from Qisha Xingjun, and then looked at David coldly: “It’s not certain 

who will die today, don’t be too arrogant!” 

 

After that, Zhu Zhishan’s body began to flicker, and his body slowly floated up. 

 



He knew that in today’s battle, he had to go all out, so Zhu Zhishan mobilized all the breath from the 

beginning. 

 

Seeing this, David did not dare to take it too lightly. His body was full of golden light, and his undamaged 

golden body was activated, and pieces of dazzling scales covered David’s whole body. 

 

The power of the dragon in the body was also mobilized by David. 

 

At this moment, David, with scarlet eyes in his eyes, looked at Zhu Zhishan with murderous intent in his 

eyes! 

 

As long as he kills Zhu Zhishan, he will be able to rescue Sonya… 

 

So today Zhu Zhishan must die! 

 

David must also go all out, this time the two of them are fighting to the death! 
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Feeling the killing intent on David’s body, Zhu Zhishan frowned tightly. 

 

“David, is your kid a cultivator?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan asked David. 

 

David has increased his strength so quickly in a short period of time, and he has clearly pierced his chest, 

but David is still alive and well, so Zhu Zhishan has some doubts. 

 



Seeing Zhu Zhishan talking about cultivators, David’s expression changed slightly, but he did not answer 

Zhu Zhishan. 

 

Neither said yes nor said no! 

 

 

Instead, he said coldly: “Stop talking nonsense, if you want to kill me, just do it…” 

 

After speaking, David took the lead in facing Zhu Zhishan. 

 

Facing David’s attack, Zhu Zhishan didn’t dare to be careless at all, and his breath exploded immediately, 

urging the inner strength of his whole body to wrap his body. 

 

Zhu Zhishan knows that David is not bad for the strength of his golden body. If it is a head-to-head 

encounter between two people, he must be prepared. 

 

boom! 

 

Simple and extreme collision, without any fancy moves, is the most primitive and violent collision! 

 

 

The terrifying aura instantly dissipated in the collision, and the elders of the Martial Arts Alliance on the 

side were instantly blown away by this aura. 

 

For a while, there was a lot of wind, flying sand and stones, and many trees in the entire forest were 

uprooted. 

 



In just the blink of an eye, the two of them slammed a dozen punches at each other, each punching with 

all their strength, making the sound thunderous! 

 

David became more and more brave in battle, and the power of the dragon in his body continued to 

radiate out, and he was not afraid of Zhu Zhishan! 

 

On the other hand, Zhu Zhishan’s face was gloomy and cold, and his heart became more and more 

frightened! 

 

In just a few days, the speed at which David’s strength increased has made Zhu Zhishan tremble with 

fear. Even if he has seen a talented genius, he has not made such rapid progress! 

 

 

Now Zhu Zhishan can be sure that David is a cultivator, otherwise everything that happened to David 

would be inexplicable. 

 

 

“It’s a pleasure, continue…” 

 

David roared, and then he punched out, and the terrifying fist wind roared! 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned, his heart was burning with anger, and David had been fighting with him for a long 

time, and he was using him as a whetstone. 

 

“Something that doesn’t know how to live or die…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan shouted loudly, and then punched him up. 

 



boom! 

 

Another deafening sound. 

 

Ding Ding Deng 

 

Zhu Zhishan’s body was instantly knocked back a few steps, and the strength of Zhu Zhishan’s body was 

instantly shattered! 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at David coldly, and his eyes became more and more cold. 

 

On the other side, the eyes of the elders of the Martial Arts Alliance were full of shock. 

 

He was on the side, but he was really looking at it. 

 

David fought with Zhu Zhishan, which seemed very relaxed, while Zhu Zhishan seemed a little 

embarrassed! 

 

The two are no longer on the same level in terms of strength and psychology. 

 

At this time, Zhu Zhishan also understood this. 

 

Now Zhu Zhishan has no bottom in his mind, and from this aspect, he lost to David. 

 

And looking at David like that, it is obvious that there is a killer move. 

 



“This is the end of the day, and I’m not afraid that you know more…” 

 

After Zhu Zhishan finished speaking, his eyes flickered, and then on Zhu Zhishan’s chest, a black-gold 

light began to flash. 

 

This light came from the ball in Zhu Zhishan’s arms. 

 

Soon, Zhu Zhishan also seemed to be wearing a layer of armor, and this layer of armor shone with black 

and golden light, and was surrounded by black mist with traces of black mist! 

 

David’s eyes narrowed slightly: “I didn’t expect your dignified martial arts alliance leader to practice evil 

arts, and you are an evil cultivator. It seems that the entire martial arts alliance has already become the 

home of evil cultivators…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan did not speak, but stared at David with murderous expression. 
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But at this time, the elder of the Martial Arts Alliance on the side was surprised when he saw Zhu 

Zhishan’s sudden appearance of armor. 

 

He didn’t expect that their alliance leader turned out to be an evil cultivator. 

 

The evil spirit entwined on this armor, he could feel it from a long distance. 

 

The elder looked at Zhu Zhishan incredulously, his eyes were full of disbelief, then turned around and 

ran directly into the distance. 

 



Although Zhu Zhishan is the leader of the alliance, he is also an evil cultivator at this moment. This elder 

is not willing to work for evil cultivators! 

 

“Humph…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan snorted coldly, and then slapped the elder who escaped with a palm. 

 

A black qi shot out from Zhu Zhishan’s palm in an instant, directly penetrating the elder’s back! 

 

The elder didn’t even have time to scream, he just died. 

 

“If you know my secret, you will die…” 

 

After Zhu Zhishan killed the elder, he narrowed his eyes and looked at David. 

 

“You sgum in the martial arts world, today I will let you know the taste of being abused…” 

 

David gritted his teeth, the golden light on his body skyrocketed! 

 

Then he rammed directly towards Zhu Zhishan. 

 

bang bang bang … 

 

David went mad, and slammed his fists towards Zhu Zhishan heavily. 

 

The power of the dragon is surrounded by both fists, and each fist has the power of ten thousand jins. 



 

And that Zhu Zhishan did not dodge or dodge, but also punched out and smashed David fiercely! 

 

The two of them were madly attacking each other face to face! 

 

They are fighting, each other’s strength is exhausted, and each other’s armor is broken! 

 

The two of them didn’t know how many punches they punched. At this moment, whether it was David’s 

indestructible golden body or Zhu Zhishan’s black gold armor, all of them were damaged! 

 

Soon, David’s indestructible golden body began to fall off and disappear, and Zhu Zhishan’s black-gold 

armor was also facing collapse, with gaps all over his body. 

 

boom! 

 

With another punch, David’s indestructible golden body completely disappeared. 

 

And Zhu Zhishan’s black gold armor also instantly became fragmented and disappeared without a trace. 

 

Both of them were breathing heavily, and Zhu Zhishan’s forehead was still full of cold sweat! 

 

It can be seen that the confrontation just now caused a huge consumption of his physical strength. 

 

“Today I will make you taste the frustration…” 

 

Looking at Zhu Zhishan who was breathing heavily, David said coldly. 



 

But just as David finished speaking, Zhu Zhishan laughed. 

 

“David, you are too arrogant. It’s not a good thing to be so arrogant at such a young age. Even if you are 

a cultivator, what can you do? I will kill you today…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan laughed loudly, and then a black light flickered on his chest, and soon the broken armor on 

Zhu Zhishan’s body actually wrapped his body again. 

 

David was very surprised to see that the Mountain of Zhu had the ability to regenerate armor! 

 

“David, are you surprised?” Zhu Zhishan looked at David with a sneer: “I can tell you that my armor 

doesn’t need to cost me a bit of energy. If you have the ability to break it, I can make it happen. He 

reborn.” 

 

“I want to see how much strength you have to break my armor…” 

 

After finishing speaking, Zhu Zhishan jumped up high and punched David with a bang. 

 

David frowned, his right hand clenched his fist, and golden light flashed above his fist! 

 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

 

Although David lost his indestructible golden body, his physical strength was beyond the reach of 

ordinary people. 

 

He punched him fiercely, and the terrifying power exploded in an instant. 



 

Zhu Zhishan’s body instantly retreated a few steps, and David also retreated one after another, after 

taking a dozen steps back, only then did he stabilize his figure. 

 

Seeing this scene, Zhu Zhishan finally had confidence on his face. 

 

“David, I want to taste the taste of being abused, but unfortunately you don’t have that ability…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said jokingly. 
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“Well, I’m not in the mood to play with you anymore…” 

 

 

David took a deep breath, followed by one on his right hand! 

 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword instantly appeared in David’s hands. When the Dragon Slaying Sword 

appeared, the surrounding world seemed to change color instantly. 

 

A burst of humming sound came from the Dragon Slaying Sword, as if it was making a bloodthirsty roar! 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand and felt the breath of the Dragon 

Slaying Sword, and his face became extremely ugly. 

 

David took a deep breath, and the spiritual power in his body began to boil. 

 

 



“Nine Shadow Swordsmanship, the first sword…” 

 

David held the Dragon Slaying Sword high, and then his body rose into the air. 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand slashed out from top to bottom. 

 

The huge sword glow instantly moved towards Zhuzhi Mountain. 

 

boom! 

 

Jianmang slashed fiercely in front of Zhu Zhishan, and a deep ravine instantly appeared on the ground! 

 

 

And Zhu Zhishan’s figure quickly retreated, followed by a lazy donkey rolling around, worthy of dodging 

David’s sword! 

 

At this time, Zhu Zhishan was completely embarrassed. Although he was not hit by a sword, the huge 

sword energy still made white marks appear on his armor! 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at David incredulously. He knew his own strength, and he was afraid that he would 

not be David’s opponent at all. At first, David fought against him, but he was just practicing with him! 

 

Thinking of this, Zhu Zhishan no longer had the arrogance just now, hurriedly got up from the ground, 

turned around and ran! 

 

The dignified leader of the Martial Arts Alliance was like a lost dog at the moment, turning around and 

running without the slightest hesitation. 



 

“It’s not that easy to leave…” 

 

David snorted coldly, jumped up, and then waved the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand again. 

 

 

“Nine Shadow Swordsmanship, the second sword…” 

 

A white ray of sword training shot out from the Dragon Slaying Sword, heading straight towards the 

escaped Zhu Zhishan. 

 

Although Zhu Zhishan turned his back to David, he still felt the danger. He didn’t dare to look back, so he 

could only jump to the side desperately! 

 

pfft… 

 

Zhu Zhishan escaped the fatal blow, but the sword light passed through Zhu Zhishan’s left arm and 

chopped off Zhu Zhishan’s left arm at once. 

 

Blood spurted out, and Zhu Zhishan frowned in pain! 

 

It’s just that he didn’t dare to stop in the slightest, and he didn’t even have time to stop the bleeding. He 

jumped up a few times and disappeared into the woods! 

 

David caught up and looked at the left arm that fell to the ground, with murderous intent in his eyes! 

 

“Hmph, even if I catch up to your capital, I will kill you under the sword…” 



 

A light blue flame flashed on David’s palm in an instant, and then he waved his hand to burn Zhu 

Zhishan’s left arm clean! 

 

At the same time, Zhu Zhishan endured severe pain and escaped for dozens of kilometers! 

 

At this moment, his face is pale, and there is no trace of blood! 

 

Finding that David hadn’t caught up, Zhu Zhishan sat under a tree and took a breath! 

 

Looking at his broken arm, Zhu Zhishan was full of anger! 

 

You must know that if you lose an arm, Zhu Zhishan’s strength will be greatly reduced! 

 

Now he is no longer David’s opponent, let alone David, I am afraid that it is a bit difficult to deal with a 

half-step Marquis. 

 

“David, if this revenge is not avenged, I swear not to be a man…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan roared out angrily. 

 

Slowly getting up, Zhu Zhishan looked at the direction of Kyoto, but he did not go towards Kyoto. 

 

He knew that going back to Kyoto was just a dead end. 

 

If he wants to take revenge now, if he wants to kill David, he must find a helper! 



 

After a moment of contemplation, Zhu Zhishan turned back and headed towards the south. 

 

Not far from here to the south is the endless sea! 

 

Zhu Zhishan got on a boat and sailed to the depths of the sea! 
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… 

 

Kyoto, the gate of the Martial Arts Alliance! 

 

Chen Jing stood here quietly, he planned to break into the Martial Arts Alliance and rescue Sonya. 

 

Zhu Zhishan had an arm cut off by himself, so it’s nothing to be afraid of! 

 

David held the Dragon Slaying Sword tightly, and his golden body was ready. 

 

At this moment, David is like a god of killing, full of murderous aura. 

 

But just as David was about to walk into the Martial Arts Alliance, he was suddenly tapped on the 

shoulder. 

 

David suddenly returned his hand and slapped it with one palm. When he saw the person who slapped 

himself, he stopped immediately! 

 



The wind whistled, and although David stopped in time, he still made the other party feel the burning 

pain in his skin! 

 

“David, your kid’s strength is really strong!” 

 

Xing Jun rubbed his face and said to David. 

 

“Captain Xing, what are you doing here?” 

 

David asked strangely. 

 

“Of course I came to find you. Mr. Shi had long expected that you would break into the Martial Arts 

Alliance again, so let me take you back…” 

 

Xing Jun said. 

 

“How could Mr. Shi know that I have returned to Kyoto?” 

 

David frowned slightly, but soon said firmly: “I won’t go back, I have to rescue my girlfriend…” 

 

Looking at David’s firm appearance, Xing Jun said helplessly: “Mr. Shi knows that you will definitely be 

stubborn, so let me tell you, if you are in the martial arts alliance this time, you will definitely die, don’t 

think that your own is immortal. Body, your little secret, many people know it!” 

 

David was stunned for a moment and looked at Xing Jun incredulously. This look directly made Xing Jun 

look at Mao! 

 



“Don’t look at me like this, this is what Mr. Shi asked me to tell you, what secrets do you have, I don’t 

know…” 

 

Xing Jun quickly waved his hand and said. 

 

David did not speak, his heart was extremely shocked, and now he began to doubt Mr. Shi’s identity. 

 

Could it be that Mr. Shi is also a powerful immortal cultivator? 

 

I am now a cultivator in the Nascent Soul Realm. Is this realm not worth mentioning in Mr. Shi’s eyes? 

 

David can’t understand, and even more can’t understand why Mr. Shi did this! 

 

After a while, David nodded and agreed to leave with Xing Jun! 

 

When leaving, David looked back at the Martial Arts Alliance: “Sonya, don’t worry, I will rescue you 

sooner or later.” 

 

David followed Xing Jun to a seemingly ordinary courtyard! 

 

David was a little puzzled. Usually, when he sees Mr. Shi, he is always in the Guardian Pavilion. How 

could he come to such a place this time? 

 

“Captain Xing, what did you bring me here for?” 

 

David asked in confusion. 

 



“Of course I want you to meet Mr. Shi…” 

 

Xing Jun replied. 

 

David didn’t ask anything, and followed Xing Jun into the room. 

 

Walking into the room, David felt that this ordinary courtyard house was not simple, because he felt that 

the surrounding courtyard was full of breath, and there were a lot of hidden organs and formations! 

 

This should be where Mr. Shi lives and works. This is the first time David has come here. 

 

“David, you sit down first, Mr. Shi will be here in a while…” 

 

Xing Jun poured a cup of tea for David and said. 

 

“Thank you, Captain Xing…” 

 

David quickly got the tea cup and followed Xing Jun to thank him. 

 

Xing Jun gave David a meaningful look, then walked out of the room and closed the door by the way. 

 

But just as Xing Jun closed the door, the house suddenly trembled, and then he heard a rumbling sound. 

 

David frowned, then his face changed drastically, and he suddenly got up and rushed out of the room. 

 

But just rushed to the door, but saw an iron gate, which instantly sealed the door. 



 

Then a faint white light appeared all around, like a light curtain, shutting David in the room. 

 

Seeing this, David suddenly raised his hand and patted it. 

 

boom! 

 

With an explosion, David’s body was instantly bounced back. 

 

Only then did David discover that the entire room was set up with taboos, and he couldn’t rush out at 

all. 
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“Xing Jun, what do you mean?” 

 

David roared angrily, then held the Dragon Sword in his hand, and then slashed fiercely at the iron gate 

in front of him. 

 

clang! 

 

The huge sound was deafening, but the terrifying counterattack made David retreat again and again, 

and the tiger’s mouth was numb. 

 

This terrifying sword only cut a small gap in the iron gate. 

 

David saw that there was a gap in the iron gate, so he slashed with his sword again! 

 

 



clang clang clang… 

 

There was another roar, and there were many small gaps above the iron gate, but at this time David’s 

tiger’s mouth was already dripping with blood. 

 

The entire house, under David’s desperate slashing, kept shaking. 

 

Xing Jun stood in the yard, looking at the constantly shaking house, listening to David’s roar, his face 

became a little unbearable! 

 

At this time, Mr. Shi’s figure slowly appeared and stood beside Xing Jun. 

 

“Mr. Shi, we are…” 

 

 

Xing Jun didn’t understand what Mr. Shi was doing and why he wanted to arrest David. 

 

“Don’t let him out without my order…” 

 

Mr. Shi didn’t explain, and after letting down a sentence coldly, he turned around and left. 

 

Xing Jun sighed and finally turned around and left here. 

 

At this time, David was still slashing desperately, even if his mouth was full of blood, he did not give up. 

 

In the end, the spiritual power in David’s body was completely depleted, he could no longer slash a 

sword, and David slumped on the ground. 



 

“why why…” 

 

 

David roared, he wanted to know why this was, why he locked himself up. 

 

Just when David was very depressed, he suddenly remembered that he still had the Qiankun Circle, a 

time-space magic tool that could allow him to escape from here. 

 

David hurriedly took out the Qiankun circle from the storage ring and hurriedly threw it in the air. 

 

But the space-time black hole did not appear, and the Qiankun circle fell to the ground, making a crisp 

sound. 

 

“This… this forbidden power, even this time-space magic tool can’t be used…” 

 

 

David sat down again helplessly, his face depressed! 

 

…… 

 

Inside the Kyoto Budo Alliance! 

 

In the first place above the hall, a looming person was sitting there, and this person exuded a terrifying 

murderous aura. 

 



On both sides of the hall, there are more than a dozen people wearing black robes, and these people all 

hide themselves under black robes! 

 

Because of the black robes, the faces of these people could not be seen at all. There was a circular 

pattern in the middle of the black robes worn by these people, and these patterns were distinguished by 

color. 

 

Some black robes are bronze in the middle, some are silver-gray, and some are golden yellow. Each 

color represents the different strength and status of the black robes. 

 

“Where did the trash from Zhuzhishan go?” 

 

Almighty, sitting on the Lord’s seat, asked coldly. 

 

“Da Neng, Zhu Zhishan went to Penglai Island, he should be looking for help…” 

 

A black gold robe said respectfully. 

 

“Hmph, at the last moment of this waste, I can see the doorway.” 

 

Da Neng snorted coldly: “Now you have to speed up the creation of masters. We need a stronger 

spokesperson in the martial arts world. As for this mountain of blessing, we are giving him a chance…” 

 

“Understood…” 

 

The black gold robe nodded. 

 



After a wave of fluctuations, the terrifying murderous aura disappeared, and the almighty also left. 

 

When Da Neng left, everyone let out a long sigh of relief. 

 

“Did you hear what the great master said?” 

 

Hei Jinpao looked at everyone and asked coldly. 

 

“Listen clearly…” 

 

The other men in black robes answered in unison. 

 

Then the black gold robe looked at a black copper robe and said, “You stay in the Martial Arts Alliance, 

you have to assist Zhu Zhishan, and create some more masters…” 

 

“Subordinates obey…” 

 

The black copper robe said in a hoarse voice. 

 

Soon, all the people in black robes left, leaving only the black copper robe standing in the hall. 

 

The black copper robe slowly took off his black robe, revealing a fair and delicate face. 

 

If David saw this person, he would definitely be surprised. 
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This person is none other than Ning Zhi who has been missing for a while! 

 

At this time, Ning Zhi had already been reborn, with a feminine aura on his body, and his skin was fairer 

and firmer, but his eyes were as cold as ever! 

 

“David, you would never have imagined that Ning Zhi would join the Martial Arts Alliance? You would 

never have imagined that I could control the entire Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 

Ning Zhi’s eyes were vicious, and the corners of his mouth raised slightly. 

 

“Okay, stop being narcissistic, do your own thing, you have to remember, who gave you everything you 

are now…” 

 

Suddenly, a hoarse voice sounded in Ning Zhi’s mind. 

 

The smile on Ning Zhi’s face disappeared instantly, and then it became extremely respectful! 

 

“I see!” Ning Zhi nodded respectfully, then walked towards the backyard of the Martial Arts Alliance. 

 

“Senior, can I ask, are the people in black robes who just had the meeting all the same as me?” 

 

On the way, Ning Zhi asked curiously. 

 

When the meeting was just now, it was not Ning Zhi, but the soul in his body, but Ning Zhi had some 

consciousness at that time. 

 

So he is now curious whether these people are all like him, possessed by souls. 



 

“Remember what I said, you are nothing but a body. Without you, I can totally find a replacement.” 

 

“Do your own thing, don’t ask what you shouldn’t ask, or I don’t mind swallowing your soul and finding a 

host again!” 

 

A stern and angry voice appeared in my mind! 

 

Ning Zhi was so frightened that he didn’t dare to speak, but went straight to the dungeon of the Martial 

Arts Alliance! 

 

Ning Zhi skillfully opened the dungeon, and then went deep into a very secret room! 

 

The door of the room opened, and four naked young men were sitting cross-legged on the ground 

cultivating! 

 

In front of the four people, there is a needle tube that has just been used, and there are still blood stains 

in it! 

 

Hearing someone coming, the four of them instantly opened their eyes and stood up, and then nodded 

respectfully towards Ning Zhi. 

 

Ning Zhi looked at the four people in front of him, his eyes were full of heat, because he felt that the 

strength of the four people in front of him was growing so fast that they were about to surpass him. 

 

Seemingly seeing Ning Zhi’s envy, an old voice sounded in his mind: “That little girl’s terrifying bloodline 

is really powerful, and in a short period of time, these four people have been made into Wuhou 

powerhouses. In time, these four people will be able to In the martial arts world of Kyoto, it has held up 

a day.” 



 

“But they are strong now, and they are just dolls at the mercy of others. Do you want to be like them?” 

 

“No, no, I don’t want to…” 

 

Ning Zhi shook his head again and again! 

 

“The Long family is applying for a trial now. If Zhu Zhishan is not here, you are solely responsible for the 

affairs of the Martial Dao Alliance. Arrange these four people in the trial, and it’s time for them to show 

up…” 

 

The old voice commanded Ning Zhi. 

 

“I understand!” Ning Zhi nodded. 

 

Afterwards, Ning Zhi took out something similar to a seal, followed by bursts of black light flashing on 

the seal. 

 

Ning Zhi held the seal and darkened it directly on the chests of the four people in front of him. 

 

A burst of smoke rose, and then a very clear circular pattern appeared on the chests of the four! 

 

And this pattern is exactly the same as the pattern on the chests of those black robes. 

 

After doing all this, Ning Zhi left the room. 

 



After leaving this secret room, when Ning Zhi passed a fork in the road, Ning Zhi turned his head slightly 

to look at the room at the end of the side, with a bit of greed in his eyes! 

 

Ning Zhi’s eyes just looked over, and a pain suddenly flashed in his mind, causing Ning Zhi to frown 

instantly. 

 

“Tell you, don’t hit that little girl’s idea. If you dare to touch that little girl, not only you, but even I will 

be wiped out, and will never be reborn…” 

 

The old voice warned Ning Zhi very sternly. 
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At this time, Ning Zhi was so frightened that he was in a cold sweat, and hurriedly put away that little 

thought. 

 

He knows that no matter what he thinks, he can’t escape the soul in his body! 

 

Immediately after returning to the hall, someone from the Martial Arts Alliance came in to report! 

 

“Long Jingguo, the head of the Long family, asked to see the leader of the alliance, what should we do?” 

 

The person from the Martial Arts Alliance asked Ning Zhi. 

 

“Long Patriarch is here, then invite him in…” 

 

 

After Ning Zhi finished speaking, he sat directly on the main seat! 

 



Holding a document in his hand, Long Jingguo walked directly into the hall. 

 

When he saw that Ning Zhi was sitting on the main seat, he was instantly stunned. 

 

“Ning Zhi?” Long Jingguo frowned slightly: “Why are you doing this here? What about the leader of the 

alliance?” 

 

“Patriarch Long, please take a seat!” Ning Zhi smiled lightly: “I wish the leader of the alliance is out, I am 

now the deputy leader of the Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 

“What are you kidding?” Long Jingguo snorted: “How can you be a bereaved dog, how can you be the 

deputy leader? Moreover, the position of the deputy leader needs to be decided by voting, how could it 

be possible to choose you!” 

 

 

 

Ning Zhi’s face instantly became extremely cold when he heard the words “dog who lost his family”! 

 

This is the pain in his heart. His Ning family was destroyed by David, and his good son of the Ning family 

has now become a lost dog in everyone’s mouth. 

 

“You can question me, but you have to pay attention to the way you speak…” 

 

After Ning Zhi finished speaking, the aura on his body instantly surged, overwhelmingly pressing down 

on Long Jingguo. 

 

Long Jingguo is a veteran martial sect, and his strength is not under Zhu Zhishan. How can he be afraid 

of such a hairy boy as Ning Zhi. 



 

Even if Ning Dahai was still alive, Long Jingguo was not afraid, let alone Ning Zhi. 

 

Long Jingguo’s body trembled slightly, and a majestic aura also exploded from his body, and directly 

greeted him. 

 

 

However, just as the two breaths collided, Long Jingguo only felt his body tighten, and then he was 

pressed down by a huge force, and he sat on the chair with a thud. 

 

The chair under him shattered instantly, making Long Jingguo look very embarrassed! 

 

Long Jingguo looked at Ning Zhi in shock, his eyes full of incredulity. 

 

In this short period of time, Ning Zhi’s strength has grown so fast! 

 

“Long family master, I said that I am the deputy leader, the deputy leader, this is a token, you can take a 

look…” 

 

With that said, Ning Zhi took out a piece of white jade from his arms, with a lifelike eagle head carved on 

it! 

 

After Long Jingguo saw the jade, his expression changed and he finally threw it back to Ning Zhi! 

 

Looking at Long Jingguo’s expression, Ning Zhi raised his mouth slightly: “Patriarch Long, do you want to 

hold a trial this time?” 

 



Long Jingguo nodded: “Yes, this is the information…” 

 

Long Jingguo put the document in his hand on Ning Zhi’s desk! 

 

Ning Zhi glanced at it casually, and then frowned slightly: “Dragon Island?” 

 

“Yes, this Suolong Island is the land of my dragon’s family, so it is very suitable to test on Suolong 

Island!” 

 

Long Jingguo nodded and said. 

 

“But this Suolong Island has now become an ordinary island, and it is already a tourist attraction. There 

are no resources to find at all. What are you going to try?” 

 

Ning Zhi was too good to unlock Long Island. At that time, he tricked David to go to Long Island. As a 

result, he didn’t lose money by stealing chickens. Long Jing was also obtained by David. He didn’t get 

anything, and he offended David! 

 

Long Jingguo smiled slightly: “Although the two dragons of ice and fire on Suolong Island have 

disappeared, there is still a ruin under Suolong Island, and no one has ever entered it. I heard that it is 

extremely dangerous, so this trial, All you need to find are the elites of the younger generation!” 

 

“Are there really any ruins?” Ning Zhi didn’t quite believe it! 

 

“Of course, if it’s just an ordinary island, I’m here to apply for this trial, wouldn’t I want the people who 

participated to scold my Long family to death?” 

 

Long Jingguo said. 
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Ning Zhi thought it right, this kind of thing is not a joke, so many people go to the trial, and they are all 

elites, if there is nothing, the Long family will stink in the martial arts world! 

 

Thinking of this, Ning Zhi also wanted to participate in this trial to see what relics were there, so that the 

Long family could hide it for so long! 

 

It’s just that his current status is obviously not suitable for participating in the trial. 

 

“Patriarch Long, the Martial Arts Alliance can pass your application, but I need to recommend four 

young talents from the Martial Arts Alliance to participate. What do you think?” 

 

Ning Zhi asked Long Jingguo. 

 

“Of course there is no problem. This trial is to train young talents in the martial arts world, so the more 

people who participate, the better!” 

 

The Long family smiled lightly. 

 

Ning Zhi saw that Long Jingguo agreed, so he ordered someone to bring the seal of the Martial Arts 

Alliance, and then the documents brought by Long Jingguo were directly stamped on it. 

 

With the seal of the Martial Arts Alliance, Long Jingguo can show it to Mr. Shi. As long as it is officially 

approved, this trial will be officially passed. 

 

As for who would participate, Long Jingguo did not have any special requirements. After all, when these 

people went, they were just acting as resources for Long Xiao. At that time, the skills of these people 

would be absorbed by Long Xiao! 



 

In the trial, it was normal for a few people to die. No matter who died, no one would suspect their 

dragon family. 

 

Long Jingguo left, and Ning Zhi held the seal of the Martial Dao Alliance in his hand, and the whole 

person fell into a kind of extreme excitement! 

 

“This feeling is so cool, cool…” 

 

Ning Zhi laughed out loud. 

 

The kind of pleasure brought by power made Ning Zhi begin to get carried away! 

 

“As long as you are obedient, you will get more in the future, and even rebuilding your Ning family is 

only a matter of minutes!” 

 

In my mind, the old voice suddenly remembered. 

 

“Senior, I will be obedient…” 

 

Ning Zhi’s eyes are shining brightly, he must reorganize the Ning family and let everyone in the martial 

arts world see it! 

 

…… 

 

Law Enforcement Pavilion! 

 



Mr. Shi was waiting for Long Jingguo. After Long Jingguo stamped the seal of the Martial Arts Alliance, 

he contacted Mr. Shi and rushed over without stopping. 

 

Soon, Long Jingguo arrived, holding the document in his hand, and sent it to Mr. Shi respectfully. 

 

It’s just that Mr. Shi didn’t read it and pushed the document aside! 

 

This move made Long Jingguo’s heart tighten slightly! 

 

If Mr. Shi does not agree, then even if the Martial Arts Alliance seals it, it is useless. 

 

“Mr. Shi, this is the information for our Long Family to hold a trial. The Martial Arts Alliance has 

approved it, so…” 

 

Long Jingguo whispered to Mr. Shi. 

 

He wants Mr. Shi to take a look and give them a pass! 

 

“Don’t look at it, I can promise your Long Family to hold a trial!” 

 

Mr. Shi said lightly. 

 

When Long Jingguo heard this, he immediately smiled and said, “Thank you, Mr. Shi.” 

 

“But I have a condition…” 

 



Mr. Shi then continued. 

 

Long Jingguo was stunned for a moment, and immediately said, “Mr. Shi, please speak!” 

 

“This trial requires David to also participate…” 

 

Mr Shi said. 

 

“David?” Long Jingguo was stunned. He didn’t expect Mr. Shi to speak directly for David! 

 

Seeing Long Jingguo Chen Mo, Mr. Shi frowned slightly: “Why, you don’t agree?” 

 

“No no no…” Long Jingguo waved his hands again and again: “It’s just that this trial site is extremely 

dangerous, and there will be great danger. I’m afraid that something will happen to David…” 

 

In fact, Long Jingguo was not afraid of an accident in David, but an accident in Long Xiao! 

 

After all, David is an uncertain factor. The purpose of this trial is to let Long Xiao absorb the skills of 

others. If David also participates, Long Xiao will definitely seek revenge on David. 


